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fully. For example, Trabucco outlines the tension between the reception of the Pneumat-
ics as a source of devices liable to arouse the amazement of an audience and as a source
of useful machines, but in-depth analysis of this tension is missing. In connection with
this tension, it would be of interest to know whether Giorgi’s philological approach and
Aleotti’s comprehension oriented approach to the Pneumatics were connected to these
two different ways of reading the text. Finally, it would be worthwhile to compare these
different readings in the light of the possible audiences of the different cultural and
social milieu of the Courts of Renaissance Italy, such as the audience of engineers
and architects, who would be more interested in interpreting the machines within the
compass of their own know-how, and the audience of educated courtiers, whose taste
for the marvellous shaped their reading of texts.
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226 Book Reviews / Historia Mathematica 39 (2012) 222–236Chinese books on calculation techniques have always been searched for analogues of ‘our’
standard mathematics. This is a natural way of entering the subject, and an attractive pre-
sentation strategy for relatively large audiences. But is it a fruitful research methodology?
Roger Hart obviously believes so when he chooses to call his book The Chinese Roots of
Linear Algebra. This title raises suspicion and curiosity at the same time: will the book
argue that Leibniz and Gauss somehow built upon Chinese techniques? For better or
worse, such expectations are going to be disappointed. Although Leibniz and Gauss do
appear in due course, no historical connection is seriously posited between their work
and the main subject of this text, perhaps more appropriately described as The Roots of
Chinese Linear Algebra.
The actual focus of the book are Chinese solution methods for fangcheng problems,
corresponding to systems of linear equations. These problems and methods were first
recorded in chapter 8 of the anonymous Nine Chapters on the Mathematical Arts (Jiu
zhang suan shu – Nine Chapters hereafter), a collection finalised sometime during the
first century CE (English translation Kangshen et al. [1999], French translation Chemla
and Shuchun [2004]). Rather than tracking the whole development of the fangcheng cat-
egory, however, the author is interested in special solutions to one type of problems
(‘the well problem’), which in his view fall into the ‘determinantal-style’ category of
Tropfke et al. [1902–1903]. The title of the book thus reflects author’s search for the
central tool of modern linear algebra, the determinant, in Chinese mathematical practice.
The reviewer finds this preoccupation detrimental to the structure and power of the
book. It is unfortunate, because in other ways the book is innovative and brings impor-
tant new insights into our understanding of the fangcheng methods and their develop-
ment beyond the Nine Chapters.
The first three chapters of the book are preliminary – standard material about Chi-
nese mathematics, modern linear algebra, and textual history of the Nine Chapters. Most
of this is delivered with admirable conciseness and clarity, but there are a few contro-
versial statements, to which we shall return. Chapter 4 describes the ‘Excess and Deficit’
(ying bu zu) problems and method in The Book of Computation (Suan Shu Shu, an
archaeologically discovered text on bamboo strips from 186 BCE) and the Nine Chap-
ters, which can be seen as a bridge between simple arithmetic of division and fractions
and the method of fangcheng. Chapter 5 provides a full translation of the fangcheng
algorithm as described at the start of chapter 8 of the Nine Chapters, including Liu
Hui’s commentary (263 CE). Chapter 6 reconstructs the steps of the method and anal-
yses its mathematical properties using tools of modern linear algebra. Chapter 7 focuses
on the ‘the well problem’ (problem 8.13 of the Nine Chapters). The author has found an
alternative solution to the well problem in Yang Hui’s Nine Chapters on the Mathemat-
ical Problems with Detailed Explanations (Xiang jie Jiu zhang suan fa, ca. 1261), possibly
going back to Jia Xian (ca. 1025), which uses a simplified formulaic procedure. The
author points out that this simplified procedure amounts to a calculation of the deter-
minant. He then translates and analyses another similar but more elaborate solution to
the same problem in a little known text by Fang Zhongtong, Numbers and Measure-
ments: An Amplification (Shu du yan, ca. 1661). In chapter 8, the author speculates that
similar special techniques could have existed already in the time of compilation of the
Nine Chapters, based on the fact that this early collection includes a series of problems
similar to the well problem and thus amenable to this type of solution. Chapter 9 sum-
marises the author’s findings and hypotheses. Many of the latter are not extensively dis-
cussed in the text and are left as a programme for further studies. There is even some
unsubstantiated speculation about a possible transmission of Chinese ‘linear algebra’ to
France.
The book finishes with three large appendices only tangentially relevant to its argument.
In Appendix A, the author analyses problems from Diaophantus’s Arithmetica. He reaches
the conclusion that their type is different from those in the Nine Chapters and the solution
method (through repeated substitutions) is also unrelated. Appendix B is “a preliminary
attempt to assemble a comprehensive bibliography of all of the Chinese mathematical trea-
tises that have been recorded in Chinese bibliographies throughout history”. The utility of
including such a work in this book is questionable, and it would require more careful check-
ing and editing. Appendix C is a collection of proofs from standard textbooks on linear
algebra for the assertion in chapter 6 that the standard fangcheng method avoids fractions
during substitution in almost all cases.
The central part of the book are chapters 6 and 7. The author’s reconstruction of
the standard fangcheng method is very careful and seems to be closer to the original
text of the Nine Chapters than any other reconstruction in modern scholarship. The
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crucial point is the back substitution stage of the method. Elimination according to the
fangcheng procedure leads to a triangular table of numbers (shown below for problem
8.1):
1 2 3 1  3   3   3 
2 3 2 2 5 2 4 5 2  5 2 
3 1 1 3 1 1 8 1 1 36 1 1 
26 34 39 26 24 39 39 24 39 99 24 39 
Up to this point, columns in the fangcheng notation correspond to rows of augmented
matrices in modern notation, and the procedure is very closely aligned with modern Gauss-
ian elimination. Modern scholars have often accepted this correspondence as a given fact
and proceeded in accordance with the modern procedure even during the back substitution.
For example, this reviewer in Hudecˇek [2008], proposes the following reduction to the
diagonal augmented matrix (following Chemla and Shuchun [2004]):
  3   3   12   12   4 
 5 2  20 2  4 8  4   4  
36 1 1 4  1 4  4 4   4   
99 24 39 11 96-11 39 11 17 156 11 17 156-11-34 11 17 37 
In this reconstruction, each subsequent table is still equivalent to an augmented matrix.
The final pivot and its corresponding constant term are moreover reduced to coprime
numbers.
The fangcheng method in the Nine Chapters is however not a purely algebraic procedure,
it is a procedure on the actual numbers displayed on the counting surface. It places a pre-
mium on avoiding fractions until the last moment, and on limiting the complexity of the
calculations. When we read the fangcheng procedure closely, it does not prescribe multipli-
cation of the whole column by the final pivot (4). Only the lowest row is actually multiplied.
What happens to the other pivots (5 and 3 in the example above)? As the author shows,
they simply disappear, similar to the process of division on the counting board:
  3   3   3 
 5 2   2 
36  1 36  1 36   36   
99 36*24 
-99 
=765 
39 99 765/5
=153 
39 99 153 36*39 
-99-153*2
=999 
99 153 999/3 
=333 
The table thus ceases to be analogous to a matrix. The Chinese method is composed of
arithmetic operations, which is lost if we try to reconstruct it according to the conventions
of modern linear algebra.
Moreover, there is no provision for a reduction to coprime numbers in the original text
of the Nine Chapters. Such a reduction would in some cases lead to the appearance of frac-
tions in the advanced stages of the back substitution, as can be proved mathematically (the
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author does so in chapter 6). The reviewer can add that even the problem 8.1 can be easily
modified to yield such a case, for example (the modified entries are in bold type).
2 3 2 
 15 2 
3 1 1 252 4 1 
7
26 34 39 609 128 39 
1 3 7 
Here 609 and 252 are both divisible by 3, but the reduction would lead to fractions in further
stages. The author shows that such cases are actually quite common in his “Frequency Tables”
on pages 107–109. He calculated solutions of a random selection of one million matrices of
order 2–5 using his reconstruction of the fangcheng method and, in comparison, a method
allowing reduction to coprime numbers. The fangcheng method only leads to fractions in a
handful of cases when some entries are zero, but when coprime reduction is allowed, as much
as one third of the same matrices led to fractions during back substitution.
Given the author’s convincing explanation, we should reinterpret Liu Hui’s commentary
to the last sentence of the fangcheng method, which prescribes division of all variables: “For
all dividends, one dou for each divisor.” Liu Hui adds (not included in Hart’s translation):
“This applies equally to the three dividends. What is not a full divisor shall be denominated
by the divisor. The denominators and divisors should all be simplified” mu shi jie dang yue zhi.
The last instruction does not refer to the process of substitution. Instead, Liu Hui says that
once all dividends have been calculated, we can reduce them and the common denominator
to mutually prime numbers before the final division.
Most of the author’s discoveries however concern ‘the well problem’. This is a particular
version of the fangcheng problem, described by the table below:
1    2 
   3 1 
  4 1  
 5 1   
6 1    
y y y y y 
The constant term y (the depth of the well) is unknown. Many modern scholars have
highlighted the indeterminate nature of the problem and discussed it in one breath with
problems not belonging to the fangcheng type, such as the Chinese Remainder Problem.
The author rightly focuses instead on the fact that the well problem, because of its special
symmetric nature, has led to variations of the fangcheng method. He even goes one step fur-
ther, however, and rejects that the problem is indeterminate at all. This does not seem con-
vincing to the reviewer.
Liu Hui’s commentary states quite clearly (in Hart’s own translation): “The number for the
length of E’s well-rope is determined, reaching 76/721. For this reason 721 is the depth of the
well, and 76 is the length of E’s well-rope. Use the term of the rations to state it.”Although the
exact meaning of the last sentence ju lü yi yan zhi can be a matter of debate, there is no doubt
that Liu Hui took the value 721 for the depth of the well because it was dictated by the results
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of the fangcheng elimination. But author’s reconstruction “using the fangcheng procedure”
starts with the depth of 721 chi as already known and substituted for y.
It must be conceded that this interpretation has (as pointed out by the author) venerable
historical forerunners. Yang Hui’s Detailed Explanations calculated 721 by a special for-
mula and than solved the well problem with this number as constant term. Dai Zhen in
his mid-18th century commentary on the Nine Chapters also dismissed the text of Liu Hui’s
commentary as “corrupted and spurious” and provided a reconstruction along similar lines
as Yang Hui. But the opposite interpretation is not a creation of modern scholars: Li
Huang (d. 1812), in his Minute Workings, Diagrams and Explanations of the Nine Chapters
(Jiu zhang suan shu xi cao tu shuo), solves the ‘well problem’ with the constant term 1 (as ‘1
depth’, or ‘1 y’) and suggests that Liu Hui “chose the easy and lucid” qu qi yi ming value of
the depth, equal to the common divisor of all ropes.
The author must be praised for drawing attention to Yang Hui’s method of initial calcula-
tion of the depth of the well, by ‘fangcheng with denominators and nominators’ fen mu zi fang
cheng (“fangcheng with major and minor terms” in Hart’s translation). The number 721 is cal-
culated, in analogy to the familiar operation of converting to vulgar fractions (tong fen na zi),
as the numerator of the sum of 1 + (1/2)(1/3)(1/4)(1/5)(1/6). But ingenious as it is, there is
little reason to accept Yang Hui’s procedure as the ‘correct’ solution to the ‘well problem’,
let alone as a correct interpretation of Liu Hui’s commentary. Moreover, author’s interest
in determinants leads him to overlook the truly interesting fact: the imbedding of Yang Hui’s
procedure in the arithmetic of fractions and ratios (lü). The appearance of numbers equal to
determinants or their multiples is of course inevitable in the process of integer-preserving
Gaussian elimination and back substitution, and therefore historically less significant than
the explicit framing of Yang Hui’s method in terms of numerators and denominators.
A similar set of praises and questions applies to the author’s subsequent study of Fang
Zhongtong’s “Method of Calculating only the Lowermost in Two Parts” zhi tui xia er duan
fa. It is good to know about this late (17th century) development in the study of fangcheng,
and to have a very careful and credible translation and reconstruction of the method. But
again, this discovery is overshadowed by the problematic focus on determinants. To inter-
pret this method as a step towards determinantal theory is unwarranted; it is actually less
formulaic than Yang Hui’s fen mu zi fangcheng, and proceeds in an algorithmic series of
steps not so widely different from the fangcheng elimination. The big news should be that
this method uses the fangcheng table of numbers not as a matrix, but as an array in com-
puter memory, storing intermediate results of calculations without remaining strictly equiv-
alent to the initial setup. This is only possible because of the peculiar nature of the ‘well
problem’ with many empty slots (one is reminded of a similar reliance on empty slots on
the counting board in some operations of the method of ‘Four Unknowns’ si yuan shu).
The author stretches his argument too far in chapter 8, where he speculates that prob-
lems structurally similar to the ‘well problem’, such as problems 8.12–8.15, were included
in the Nine Chapters, because some “determinantal-style solution” was already known in
the 1st century AD. This is, to put it mildly, ahistorical.
Finally, let us mention two jaw-dropping statements in the peripheral sections of the
book. ‘Practices and Texts in Early Chinese Mathematics’ (p. 27-8) make a perplexing dis-
tinction between practitioners of the method fangcheng and the “literati who compiled trea-
tises on Chinese mathematical arts”. This could be true in post-Jesuit China, where a
distinction between abacus-based merchant arithmetic and written learned calculations
had status implications. But it is hard to imagine a scholar ignorant of calculation practices
and yet capable of recording them before paper-based calculations were introduced in the
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17th century. The author seems to rely solely on an interpretation of the commentary of Liu
Hui to the problem 8.18 in the Nine Chapters [Kangshen et al., 1999, 426; Chemla and Shuc-
hun, 2004, 650–651], where Liu Hui criticises “those who are ignorant of the essential prin-
ciples and always follow the basic method, filling a carpet as soon as they lay out their
counting rods”. The author places Liu Hui in the literati category, asserts that he “did
not understand that the complexity of the fangcheng procedure” was necessary to avoid
fractions, and adds that his “derision” was “fairly typical of the views of the literati who
compiled texts on the mathematical arts.” This is a misinterpretation of Liu Hui’s commen-
tary (cf. the translations mentioned above) and the wider claim cannot be supported by any
known evidence. Liu Hui actually records details of calculations on other occasions, so his
unfamiliarity with calculation practices is inconceivable.
A curious mistake can be found in Appendix B, p. 239 & footnote 326 on p. 252, where
Zu Chongzhi’s Zhui shu (“The Art of Appending”) is listed as extant in Zhongguo Kexue
Jishu Dianji Tonghui. In fact the book, of unknown content but reputed for its technical
difficulty, had been lost since the Tang dynasty, and is certainly not included in the collec-
tion listed.
There are several smaller objections to be made to different aspects of the book, but let us
not abuse the patience of the reader who has followed this far. The reviewer was initially quite
disappointed with the book, especially given the extravagant epithets on its cover (“a monu-
mental accomplishment”, “new ways to conceptualise the intellectual development of linear
algebra”, “a beautifully written scholarly book”, “Hart’s scholarship is impeccable and his
precision is a delight”). On repeated readings, author’s findings highlighted above struck
the reviewer as valid and significant, the deserving to be credited and taken up by historians
of Chinese mathematics despite the sometimes unappealing rest of the book. Let us hope,
however, that this is not the last study of the fangcheng problems, because it is certainly not
definitive. For the general reader, the focus of this book is perhaps too narrow, but the lucid
reconstructions and readable translations might give a certain flavour of Chinese linear
algebra.
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